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Abstract 

Jane Eyre written by Charlotte Bronte in 1847 is one of the most well-known love stories to this 

day. It was created during the age of the British colonial expansion at the time when Britain shifted 

its interest from the West Indies to the East. By writing this book, Bronte contributed to the colonial 

discourse and the negative depiction of the colonised Other. This paper aims at analysing colonial 

issues included by Bronte in the novel. First, an analysis of the physical representation of the 

colonised characters will be done. Then, the paper will focus on the stereotypes created by the 

colonisers in order to reinforce the idea of their inferiority. After that, gender roles in the context of 

colonial discourse will be examined. And finally, a study of the colonial wealth and inheritance will 

be conducted. To do this, a historical and literary analysis of the text will be needed.  
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1.- Introduction  

Charlotte Bronte’s most famous novel Jane Eyre written in 1847 is one of the many 19th 

century novels that contributed to the colonial discourse of the British Empire. It has been 

thoroughly analysed from a feminist and religious perspectives, but one of the most recent 

criticisms applied to this story is the postcolonial theory. According to the colonial discourse, 

Britain as “a powerful colonizer has imposed a language and a culture, whereas cultures, 

histories, values, and languages of the Oriental peoples have been ignored and even distorted 

by the colonialists in their pursuit to dominate these peoples and exploit their wealth in the 

name of enlightening, civilizing, and even humanizing them” (Hamadi 2014, 40). It has 

created strong dichotomies to establish superiority of the coloniser over the inferior, 

uncivilised, and primitive Other, some of which are Self/Other, white/black, masculine/

feminine, educated/uncivilised, etc. The British Empire, as well as other European countries, 

colonised new territories, and exploited their resources and established slave labour. To 

achieve and maintain its colonial domination, Britain presented its colonial exercise as a 

noble mission of civilising and enlightening the primitive and savage Other, eventually 

saving their souls by converting them to Christianity. Thus, as Rudyard Kipling puts it, 

Britain and other European colonial powers had to carry the White Man’s Burden which 

meant imposing Western civilisation upon other  non-Western peoples. In Jane Eyre Bronte 

deals with all of these issues through the characters of Bertha and Richard, St. John Rivers’ 

missionary role, and Jane’s inheritance. This paper aims at analysing colonial issues included 

in the novel by Bronte. First, an analysis of the physical representation of the colonised 

characters will be done. Then, the paper will focus on the stereotypes created by the 

colonisers in order to reinforce the idea of their inferiority. After that, gender roles in the 

context of colonial discourse will be examined. And finally, a study of the colonial wealth 

and inheritance will be conducted.  

2.- Physical representation of the colonised Other  

As many 19th century writers, Charlotte Bronte created a story that contributed to the 

colonial discourse of the British Empire. Most people are familiar with and fond of the strong 
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female protagonist Jane Eyre and her love interest Mr. Rochester, but not many give 

importance to “Bertha Mason Rochester, the mad, drunken West Indian wife whom Rochester 

keeps locked up on the third floor of his ancestral mansion” (Meyer 1990 252). Although at 

first sight to many readers she seems insignificant due to her silent role, with the exception of 

the occasional “goblin laugh”, and is frequently considered by critics a figure rather than a 

character for the same reason, Bertha Mason is one of the most important characters in the 

novel from a postcolonial perspective (I, 5:56:02)  . The representation of the colonised 1

Eastern peoples at the time of colonial expansion was highly biased and depicted “the Orient 

as the primitive, uncivilized Other, in an attempt to create it as the contrast to the advanced 

and civilized West” (Hamadi 2014, 40). This created a strong dichotomy between the Western 

norm and the inferior, savage or even less human Other which constituted everything that did 

not belong to the Western standards. When Rochester takes Jane to the attic to meet Bertha in 

person after their wedding is interrupted, Jane describes Bertha in a very dehumanising way 

as “a figure [that] ran backwards and forwards, what it was, whether beast or human being, 

one could not at first sight tell. It grovelled seemingly on all fours. It snatched and growled 

like some strange wild animal, but it was covered with clothing, and a quantity of dark 

grizzled hair wild as a mane hid its head and face” (II, 1:24:00). Jane compares Bertha to an 

animal or a beast which was used as a synonym to refer to colonised people because they 

were seen as savage and uneducated. The use of the pronoun it also suggests that she does not 

consider her a human being but as something less human and more animal like. So, Bertha is 

presented to the reader as a wild creature who makes noises and moves like an animal, and 

can only be identified as human because of the clothes that she wears. The sounds that Bertha 

makes are always associated with animals in order to reinforce this idea of  inferiority and 

savagery of the exotic colonised being, like for example when Jane hears her laugh, she says 

“this was a demonic laugh, low, supressed, and deep” (I, 5:55:50). The idea of evil or 

demonic nature of humans often associated with the colonised Other can also be perceived 

when Jane hears Bertha, at this point still unaware of her existence, and wonders “was that 

Grace Pool? And is she possessed by the devil?” (I, 5:56:40); or when Jane hears Bertha 

attack her brother Richard Mason in the middle of the night she describes the noise as “the 

 Further references will be taken from audiobook Charlotte Bronte Jane Eyre, narrated by Elizabeth Klett in 1

2008.
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voice now of a mocking demon” (I, 8:25:05); and finally when Jane meets Bertha for the first 

time she refers to her as “the maniac [that] bellowed; she parted her shaggy locks from her 

visage ad gazed wildly at her visitors” (II, 1:25:00). It is also relevant to mention that Jane 

describes Mrs. Rochester as “a big woman, in stature almost equalling her husband , and 

corpulent besides ”, a description that goes against the Western standard of femininity and 

beauty according to which a woman had to be thin, fair, and delicate, and thus contributes to 

the stereotypical depiction of the colonised female Other (II, 1:25:45).  

 Interestingly enough, although Bronte states that Bertha is daughter to a West Indian 

planter and merchant father, and a creole mother born in Jamaica, there is some degree of 

uncertainty as far as her race is concerned. Most of the time she is perceived as white but 

some of the adjectives used by Jane to describe her suggest that she might be dark. “The 

ambiguity of Bertha’s race is marked by this designation of her mother as a ‘Creole’. The 

word ‘creole’ was used in the 19th century to refer to both blacks and whites born in the West 

Indies, a usage which caused some confusion” (Meyer 1990, 253). “Even in Rochester’s 

account of the time before their marriage, when Bertha Mason was ‘a fine woman, in the 

style of Blanche Ingram: tall, dark, and majestic’ (II, 1:53:05) there are hints of the ambiguity 

of her race” (1990, 252). It is not clear whether this darkness refers to only her hair and 

features or also to her skin. If we compare Bertha to her brother Richard paying attention to 

his physical description provided by Jane, we can observe that she refers to his complexion as 

“singularly sallow” (I, 7:37:55). Susan Meyer sees:  

 Bertha’s odd ambiguity of race — an ambiguity which is marked within the text itself, 

 as directly related to her function as a representative of dangers which threaten the  

 world of the novel. She is the heiress to a West Indian fortune, the daughter of a father 

 who is a West Indian planter and merchant, and the sister of the yellow-skinned yet  

 socially white Mr. Mason. […] She is clearly imagined as white — or as passing as  

 white — in the novel’s retrospective narrative. And critics of the novel have   

 consistently assumed that Bertha is a white woman, basing the assumption on this part 

 of the narrative, although Bertha has often been described as a “swarthy” or “dark”  

 white woman.  But when she actually emerges in the course of the action, the   

 narrative associates her with blacks. (Meyer 1990, 252)  
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When Jane recounts the appearance of Bertha in her room the night before their wedding, she 

focuses on her face saying “it was fearful and ghastly to me — oh sir, I never saw a face like 

it! It was a discoloured face — it was a savage face. I wish I could forget the roll of the red 

eyes and the fearful blackened inflation of the lineaments […] This, sir, was purple: the lips 

were swelled and dark; the brows furrowed: the black eyebrows widely raised over bloodshot 

eyes” (II, 1:02:30). In this passage Bertha “is emphatically not ‘pale’ but ‘discoloured’, 

‘purple’, ‘blackened’ — the reference to rolling eyes and to ‘swelled’ ‘dark’ lips all insistently 

and stereotypically mark Bertha as non-white. Jane’s use of the word ‘savage’ underlines the 

implication of her description of Bertha’s features” (Meyer 1990, 254).  

 Bertha is presented throughout the novel as a savage and uncivilised almost animal 

like being, yet Rochester defines her as “a fine woman in the style of Blanche Ingrim, tall, 

dark, and magestic” comparing her to the aristocratic Blanche whose beauty is admired by 

everybody (II, 1:53:05). When Jane asks Mrs. Fairfax about Blanche, she describes her as 

“tall, fine bust, sloping shoulders, long graceful neck, olive complexion, dark and clear, noble 

features, eyes rather like Mr. Rochester’s, large and black, and as brilliant as her jewels, and 

then she had such a fine head of hair, raven black and so becomingly arranged, a crown of 

thick plats behind, and in front the longest the glossiest curls I ever so. She was dressed in 

pure white” (I, 6:21:30). Contrary to the Western beauty canon predominant at the time, 

Blanche is “tall”, “dark”, with “large and black” eyes and “raven black” hair — features that 

she shares with Rochester’s Jamaican wife. When Jane sees her for the first time she notices 

that “Miss Ingrim was as dark as a spaniard” (I, 6:56:05) with a “dark and imperious eye” (I, 

7:26:15), constantly placing emphasis on her darkness. As Susan Meyer puts it:  

 By associating the qualities of darkness and imperiousness in Blanche, Bronte   

 suggests that imperialism brings out both these undesirable qualities in Europeans —  

 that the British have been sullied, “darkened”, and made “imperious” or oppressive by 

 contact with the racial Other, and that such contact makes them arrogant oppressors  

 both abroad, and, like Blanche, at home in England. Blanche’s white dresses, her   

 mother’s pet name for her, “my lilly flower” (I, 7:09:35), and the meaning of her   

 name all emphasize the ironic incongruity between what she tries to be and what she  

 is: rather than embodying ideal white European femininity, this aristocratic   
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 Englishwoman is besmirched by the contagious darkness and oppressiveness of   

 British colonialism. (1990, 260)   

 As for Richard Mason, “he came from some hot country which was the reason 

doubtless his face was so sallow. […] The words Jamaica, Kingston, Spanish Town indicated 

the West Indies as his residence. […] He spoke of his friend’s dislike of the burning heats, the 

hurricanes and rainy seasons of that region. ” (I, 7:40:45). It is clear that Rochester is not fond 

of this tropical Jamaican climate which is different to the English and is even considered 

unhealthy. When Jane encounters Mr. Mason for the first time, she describes him paying 

attention to the aspects that make him different from the British; “his accent and speaking 

struck me as being somewhat unusual, not precisely foreign but still not altogether English. 

[…] His complexion was singularly sallow, otherwise he was a fine looking man at first sight 

especially. On closer examination, you detected something in his face that displeased or 

rather that failed to please. His features were regular but too relaxed. His eye was large and 

well cut, but the life looking out of it was a tame vacant life” (I, 7:37:50). His eyes are 

contrasted with Mr. Rochester’s “great dark eyes […] and very fine eyes too” (I, 5:10:05) that 

“sparkled” (I, 5:09:40). Whereas Richard’s eyes are “vacant”, Rochester’s eyes are full of 

life. “[Richard’s] eye wandered and had no meaning in its wandering. This gave him an odd 

look such as I never remember to have seen. For a handsome and not unamiable looking man, 

he repelled me exceedingly. There was no power in that smooth skinned face of a full oval 

shape, no firmness in that aquiline nose and small cherry mouth. There was no thought  on 

the low even forehead, no command in that blank brown eye” (I, 7:38:35). He is presented as 

sallow as opposed to his sister who is mostly characterised as dark. As for their characters, 

Bertha is more violent and aggressive whereas Richard is more delicate and soft. Thus, this 

passage presents Richard as more feminine both in terms of his physique and character, and 

Bertha, on the other hand, as more masculine according to the conventions of masculinity and 

femininity existing at the time.  

 Furthermore, there is a contrast between Mr. Rochester and Mr. Mason with regard to 

physical appearance, character, and power relation. When Jane meets Mr. Mason she 

examines him comparing him to her master, and realises that Richard has “no power in that 

smooth skinned face of a full oval shape, no firmness in that aquiline nose and small cherry 
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mouth. There [is] no thought  on the low even forehead, no command in that blank brown 

eye” (I, 7:38:35) as opposed to Rochester who has an “unusual breadth of chest, 

disproportionate almost to his length of limb; […] most people would have thought him an 

ugly man, yet there was so much unconscious pride in his port, so much ease in his 

demeanour, such a look of complete indifference to his own external appearance” (I, 

5:14:45). Richard is obviously portrayed as more feminine, weak, expressionless, and 

passive, whereas Rochester is very masculine, strong, confident, and active. This opposition 

between the two contributes to the depiction of the relationship between the coloniser and the 

colonised where Rochester represents the former and Richard — the latter. As Jane says, “Mr. 

Mason was submissive to Mr. Rochester” (I, 8:25:55) and “the contrast could not be much 

greater between a slick gander and a fierce vulcan, between a meack sheep and a rough 

coated keen-eyed dog, its guardian” (I, 7:39:25). On the other hand, St. John Rivers, who is 

described as “a graceful Apollo […] tall, fair, blue eyed with a grecian profile” in opposition 

to Rochester and Mason, represents the white male beauty canon inherited from the ancient 

Greek tradition  (II, 7:33:15). Rivers is a perfect embodiment of Britain as colonial power 

because of his whiteness and the labour of a missionary that he chose to devote himself to. As 

Thomas suggests, “the splitting of masculinity naturalizes imperial leadership of and 

guardianship over colonial and colonized peoples. Jane’s sexual attraction to Rochester is 

amplified  as she naturalizes the stereotypical colonial relation between him and Richard 

Mason, producing Rochester as superiorly masculine” (1999, 13).  

3.- Stereotyping the colonised Other  

In order to justify the European colonial expansion as a noble mission of civilising the 

primitive East, the West has always portrayed the colonised peoples in a negative and 

condescending way full of stereotypes, some of which still exist today. The West presented 

the Other as something primitive and uncivilised, and attributed some vices such as 

alcoholism, madness, and sexual appetite to it, this way contrasting it with the civilised and 

educated Europe. These stereotypes are present in Jane Eyre in different characters but 
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“Bertha Mason is the most visible victim of colonialism in the novel. A white Créole from 

Spanish Town, Jamaica, she blurs the line between human and animal. In her madness, her 

alcoholism, and her propensity for ‘vice’, she is clearly a projection of Victorian imperialist 

racism and prejudice” (Navarro 2008, 7). When Jane tells Rochester about her dream the 

night before their wedding, she describes Bertha as someone with “red eyes and the fearful 

blackened inflation of the lineaments” whose “lips were swelled and dark; the brows 

furrowed: the black eyebrows widely raised over bloodshot eyes” (II, 1:02:30). This 

description, especially “the ‘discoloured’ ‘purple’ face, ‘bloodshot eyes,’ and ‘swelled lips’ 

Jane remembers are stock markers of intemperance, a key attribute of the stereotypical white 

Creole moral degenerate”  (Thomas 1999, 11) and “the redness which she sees in Bertha’s 

rolling eyes suggests the drunkenness” (Meyer 1990,  254). Another female character who 

drinks exceedingly is Grace, who is taking care of Mrs. Rochester, so “alcoholism connects 

Bertha and her avatar Grace, and Grace’s patient functions as the novel’s alcoholic par 

excellence” (Valint 2017, 327). Since it was not considered appropriate for an English 

woman to indulge herself in drinking because it went against the established norm, Bertha 

represents the opposite of the typical British lady and contributes to the stereotypical image 

of alcoholic colonised people.  

 Another aspect frequently associated with the racial Other and, more specifically, with 

the female gender is madness. In Victorian England, madness was not treated as a mental 

illness but rather as something evil — a state of degradation or bestiality. It is used in the 

novel in order to emphasise the racial Otherness of Bertha Mason. Rochester refers to Bertha 

as “the maniac” that produced “wolfish cries” and who “mingled [his] name with such a tone 

of demon-hate, with such language!—no professed harlot ever had a fouler vocabulary than 

she” (II, 1:59:50). “When Rochester exclaims of Bertha that ‘she came of a mad family; 

idiots and maniacs through three generations! Her mother, the Creole, was both a madwoman 

and a drunkard’, he locates both madness and drunkenness in his wife’s maternal line, which 

is again emphatically and ambiguously labeled ‘Creole’. By doing so, he associates that line 

with two of the most common stereotypes associated with blacks in the 19th century” (Meyer 

1990,253). “Although genetically predisposed to going mad, Bertha precipitated the disease 

because of her own ‘excesses’ and ‘giant propensities’ (Chapter 27). Bertha embodies the fine 
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line between satiation and rebellion” (Valint 2017, 335). Mrs. Rochester is frequently 

analysed as Jane’s dark double showing a more rebellious side of her character: 

 Every one of Bertha’s appearances […] has been associated with an experience (or 

repression) of anger on Jane’s part. Jane’s feelings of  “hunger, rebellion, and rage” on the 

battlements, for instance, were accompanied by Bertha’s “low, slow ha! ha!” and  “eccentric 

murmurs.” Jane’s apparently secure response to Rochester’s apparently egalitarian sexual 

confidences was followed by Bertha’s attempt to incinerate the master in his bed. Jane’s 

unexpressed resentment at Rochester’s manipulative gypsy-masquerade found expression in 

Bertha’s terrible shriek […] Jane’s anxieties about her marriage, and in particular her fears of 

her own alien “robed and veiled” bridal image, were objectified by the image of Bertha in a 

“white and straight” dress... Jane’s profound desire to destroy Thornfield […] will be acted 

out by Bertha. (Lerner 1989, 290)  

“Bertha [also] acts occasionally as Rochester’s double, a sign of uncontainable violence of 

his desires and its implications” (Thomas 1999, 11). According to Thomas, “Rochester’s 

oblique references to slave rebellion in Jamaica in 1823 link Bertha’s despotism and 

degeneracy causally with insurrection. The references date their marriage as having occurred 

in 1819 and Bertha’s incarceration in England as commencing in 1823-1824, and may 

facilitate a reading of Bertha as Rochester’s monitory double and of his marriage as a 

historical allegory” (1999, 8). By locking up “his lunatic wife” in the attic of his ancestral 

mansion, Rochester tries to erase his colonial past and life in Jamaica. However, Bertha’s 

occasional outbreaks of violence keep reminding him of his past, which represents the British 

colonial history (II, 6:47:45).  

 In the Victorian England, as well as in the rest of Europe in the 19th century, sexuality 

was considered a tabu subject, especially for the female population. Young women at the time 

could not read or speak about sexuality, and since the general belief was that women only had 

to please their husbands, they thought that they could and/or should not have sexual desire. 

Thus, a proper woman in those days would be one who could be described as modest and 

chaste. However, this was not the case of women in the colonised countries. Instead, they 

were portrayed as highly sexualised in terms of their physical representation, and as having a 
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then unacceptable sexual desire, which contributed to the self/Other dichotomy. Sexual 

appetite in the Victorian England was considered dangerous and barbarous, and was even 

attributed to madness. So, sexuality, together with alcoholism and madness, became one of 

the most deeply seated stereotypes identified with the colonised peoples. Bertha Mason is 

presented in the novel as sexually active in contrast to Jane, who represents the behaviour 

expected from a proper 19th century English woman. The violent outbreaks that Bertha 

performs “at the deadest hours of night” are frequently associated with the red moon, which 

stands for her sexual activity and menstruation (I, 8:24:55). As opposed to the non-British 

Mrs. Rochester, Jane represses her own sexual desire and restricts it to the boundaries of 

matrimony sacrificing her strong feelings for her master. This sacrifice of love, however, will 

eventually be rewarded when Jane comes back to Rochester, after she acquires her wealth and 

Bertha is no longer alive, and marries him on equal terms. According to Lerner, “Bertha 

tearing the wedding veil and leaning over Jane’s bed is seen as a fantasy of sexual violation. 

The need to protect Jane against what Bertha represents is felt both by Rochester, 

unconsciously no doubt, and, even more unconsciously, by Jane. Rochester’s rescue of Bertha 

from the burning house shows us “the ambivalence of the Byronic hero towards his own 

sexuality”, and since Bertha flees from him and leaps to her death, “rescue itself becomes a 

kind of murder”. (1989, 273).  

 Rochester is more sexually active and open than other male characters in the novel 

such as Richard Mason or St. John Rivers. However, it seems that “there is far less emphasis 

on sexual desire in his account of his marriage than in his account of his various 

mistresses” (Lerner 1989, 279). He embodies the conventional white male dominant figure in 

European patriarchal societies. Bertha in Jane’s description of her seems to be masculinised, 

whereas Jane’s description of Richard presents him in a more feminine, innocent, and 

submissive way showing no sexual interest. As for Rivers, he “represents the urge toward 

duty from which [Jane] needs to free herself in order to act out of pure love. Rivers quite 
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consciously represses his sexuality, knowing his love for Rosamund Oliver, and putting it 

aside in order to be a missionary and demand a wife toward whom he feels no sexual 

attraction. Jane similarly repressed her own sexuality in placing duty before her love for 

Rochester” (293-294). Thus, although in a different way, both Rivers and Jane represent 

repressed sexuality characteristic of the Victorian society.  

4.- Female agency in Jane Eyre  

The English society in the 19th century was highly patriarchal which meant that women had 

little or no rights or agency. Young women before marriage had to depend on their fathers, 

uncles, or brothers, and after marriage — on their husbands. Since Jane is an orphan, she had 

no-one to depend on and, therefore, had to provide for herself until she received the 

inheritance from her uncle, which gave her full financial independence. However, “rather 

than pursuing the fortune or claiming it herself, she has it pursued and claimed her for by St. 

John, making her a passive recipient in the acquisition of her fortune” (Valint 2017, 323). As 

Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubersuggest, this inheritance gives Jane the chance to ‘follow her 

own will’ and marry Rochester on terms of equality (1979, 367). In spite of the criticism that 

Jane receives as a consequence of her decision to marry Rochester and live with him in 

Ferndean, it is important to pay attention to the way she does it. She states in the end of the 

novel “reader, I married him”, which makes her the agent of the action (II, 7:49:22). After 

Jane agrees to marry Rochester, he gives her his watch hanging on a symbolic chain, which 

symbolises the autonomy that he hands to her (Chapter 37). Contrary to the Victorian ideal of 

womanhood and femininity embodied by the beautiful Blanche Ingrem, Jane is a plain, 

intelligent, and independent woman that acts as Rochester’s saviour from their first encounter 

till the end.  
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 One of the aspects of Jane’s character that goes against the established norm of female 

behaviour is her anger through which she expresses her rebellion to male oppression from 

different characters. Bertha, as Jane’s double, in spite of being silenced throughout the novel, 

represents Jane’s rebellious nature and expresses it through her actions such as putting 

Rochester’s bed on fire or tearing the wedding vail. According to Spivak, “in this fictive 

England, she must play out her role, act out the transformation of her ‘self’ into that fictive 

Other, set fire to the house and kill herself, so that Jane Eyre can become the feminist 

individualist heroine of British fiction” (1985, 251). But, while Jane as an English woman has 

to face unjust male authority, Bertha as a colonised woman suffers from both colonial and 

patriarchal oppression. After marrying Rochester and being locked up in the attic, Bertha 

becomes a slave, and when she “escapes from her ten years’ imprisonment to attempt 

periodically to stab and bum her oppressors, she is symbolically enacting precisely the sort of 

revolt feared by the British colonists in Jamaica” (Meyer 1990, 255). Until the Married 

Woman’s property Act of 1870, everything a woman owned became personal property of her 

husband after marriage. Because Bertha Mason being daughter of a West Indies merchant 

was an heir to a fortune, Rochester decided to marry her in order to secure his own financial 

stability. Thus, after marrying Bertha, Rochester became the owner of his wife’s personal 

properties as well as her body. So, the novel deals with gender and colonial oppression 

represented by Jane and Bertha, and as Susan Meyre suggests, “Bertha functions in the novel 

as the central focus of Bronte’s anxieties about oppression, anxieties that motivate the plot 

and drive it to its conclusion. The conclusion then settles these anxieties partly by eliminating 

the character who seems to embody them” (1990, 252).  

5.- Colonial wealth and the Fruits of Empire  

Although Jane Eyre was written after the emancipation of the British West Indian slavery, it 

is set before this event takes place, and all the main characters in the novel are somehow 
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connected to the fruits of empire.  Rochester was the youngest son with no fortune, which 

meant that he had to marry someone rich in order to secure himself financially. To 

accomplish his objective he marries Bertha Mason, whose fortune has a colonial source 

because it is inherited from a West Indies merchant implicated in slavery. As for Jane, she  is 

a poor orphan who has to provide for herself until one day St. John Rivers informs her of the 

unexpected inheritance from her late uncle John Eyre from Madeira, which made her a rich 

independent woman. However, “Jane initially treats the prospect of the full inheritance as a 

weighty, grave affair because accepting it all would implicate her in the money’s crimes and 

equate her with other imperial figures in the novel” (Valint 2017, 323). After some resistance, 

Jane accepts the inheritance on her terms, that is, she decides to share it in equal parts among 

herself and her three cousins. The problem with the fortune is its colonial source. It comes 

from John Eyre from Madeira, who was implicated with Jamaican wine manufacturer Mr. 

Richard Mason and, therefore, is based on slave labour and plantation economy. But as Valint 

suggests, “Jane’s complicated relationship to the inheritance distances her from the 

problematic taint of the money’s colonial associations and marks her non-conformity with 

and resistance to the economic practices of the British Empire” (2017, 321).  

 In the 19th century, Britain became interested in colonising the East due to the rapid 

failure of the West Indian colonies. According to Meyer, “The eruption of the words ‘Indian 

ink’ into the novel suggests, at some level, Bronte’s uneasiness about the East Indian 

colonialism to which England was turning in 1848, as well as about the West Indian colonies 

which were by then clearly becoming unprofitable after the abolition of slavery” (1990, 268). 

India became one of the most important colonies for Britain and the object of its civilising 

noble mission. St. John Rivers is one of the many missionaries who went to India to spread 

the word of God and the christian doctrine. He repressed his own sexuality and sacrificed his 

worldly happiness for the greater cause. However, in spite of his intention to save the souls of 

the primitive and superstitious Indians, “the coldness and dominance of Rivers’s character 

reveal the dark side of the missionary spirit. His is a mission of dominance, not of liberation, 

let alone love. In opposition to Rivers' mission, Jane articulates her own gospel of liberation. 
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Jane sees herself both as one to be liberated and as a potential liberator” (Ward 2002, 20). 

Since Jane was an unmarried young woman, she could not be a missionary and, although 

Rivers persistently asked her to marry him and accompany him to India, she resisted his 

dominant nature and remained free, only agreeing to go as his sister. St. John’s early death in 

India caused by the unbearable tropical climate, in which Jane knew she would not survive, is 

an indication of the wrong choice he made by travelling there. In summary, every one of the 

main characters are somehow implicated in the colonising mission of the British Empire, 

either by making a fortune from colonial exploitation, or by going on a civilising and saving 

mission.  

6.- Conclusion  

In conclusion, Jane Eyre is a novel that in the 19th century contributed hugely to the colonial 

discourse and the depiction of the colonised Other in terms of physical representation, 

stereotypes, and female agency. Although it is full of colonial references, the mad and 

masculinised Bertha Mason is the ultimate embodiment of the colonised Other. Some of the 

most frequent stereotypes, such as madness, alcoholism, and sexual appetite, are collected in 

the character of Bertha portraying her as a typical colonised object, specifically creole. While 

Rochester represents the coloniser, Bertha represents the colonised, which can be seen in their 

relationship; Rochester has control over his wife and tries to silence her by locking her up in 

the attic of his mansion, which is a symbol for the attempt to hide English colonial past. 

Bertha, nonetheless, represents the rebellious colonised people and manages to express 

herself through her actions. She is contrasted with her effeminised and silenced brother, who 

in turn is contrasted with Mr. Rochester and St. John Rivers. Bertha also works as a double 

for Jane representing her rebellious side of character, and while Jane has to fight gender 

oppression, Bertha suffers from both patriarchal and colonial oppression. Although Jane 

becomes an independent woman after receiving the inheritance, the money has a colonial 

source which makes it problematic and again links Britain to its colonial activity. All in all, 

Bronte created a story that reflected the treatment of and view on the colonial issues in 

Victorian Britain. 
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